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1.0 Background of Lamu County
Lamu County is a county in Kenya's former Coast Province. Its county headquarters is Lamu town. The county
covers a strip of northeastern coastal mainland and the Lamu Archipelago. Lamu County has a population of
101,539 (2009 census) and its land area is 6,167 km². Lamu County has only one local authority, Lamu county
council. The county has two constituencies: Lamu West and Lamu East. Both of them form a total of 11 wards.
2.0 Introduction
On the 15th of June 2014, Kenya learnt of yet another attack again this time in Lamu County. The attack was
conducted by more than 50 gunmen with heavy artillery and who were said to be very organized. The attack
which lasted for over 5 hours started at around 8.00pm in Mpeketoni town. During this raid property worth
millions of shillings was destroyed among them over 40 vehicles, 15 motorcycles and many establishments
were burned. In response to the attack, the president addressed the nation and stated that this was not an alshaabab attack but there were politicians who were behind these attacks. All in all over 60 people lost their lives
in the attack which could have been easily avoided.
Mpeketoni is a small town and an administrative division in the mainland part of Lamu District, Coast Province,
Kenya. It is a settlement scheme started in 1960s by the first president of the Republic of Kenya, Jomo Kenyatta
near a fresh water lake bearing his name.
Originally, Mpeketoni and its surroundings were inhabited by Swahilis called Wabajuni and a small hunting and
gathering tribe by the name of Wasanye or the Sanyes who are almost extinct. In the early 1970s Mpeketoni
was transformed into a settlement area for landless Kenyans. Most of those who settled there were Kenyans
from up country who had been living in Tanzania but decided to return home due to changing political climate.
The Kikuyu tribe, which is traditionally a farming community, mostly populates this area. Other tribes found in
Mpeketoni include the Luos and Kambas as well as the original local Swahili people. The land has since been
painstakingly transformed to arable land for farming. The main cash crops include maize, cotton, cassava,
cashew nuts, mangoes, and bananas.
The division and the division headquarters by the same name is in a route that was used by the Arab traders
taking their commodities "slaves" to Lamu Island. Up to now a huge mango tree along the way from Mpeketoni
to Lamu Island are still visible and are said to have grown from the seeds of the mangoes slaves were eating.
Mpeketoni is host to Lake Kenyatta, a fresh-water lake that covers about 5 square kilometers. The Division is
divided into small administrative villages, including Kiongwe, Baharini, Mkunumbi, Bomani, Uziwa, Mapenya,
Lakeside, Kibaoni.
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3.0 Situational Analysis
The situation in Mpeketoni remains quite tense, with residents fearing more attacks, as mass population
movement is experienced from the areas attacked. The Mpeketoni Town presently, is relatively calm with a few
business centers slowly opening up.
The style and scale of the attacks in and around the Kenyan town of Mpeketoni have left many questions
unanswered. Who carried out the violence? Why kill only men? President Uhuru Kenyatta has blamed a "local
political network", but Somali militant Islamist group al-Shabab says it was behind the killings. However, for
the moment, most Kenyans remain unclear as to who the perpetrators are. Mpeketoni is a farming area, not a
popular tourist resort like the nearby Lamu island, and the attack took the country and security agencies by
surprise.
According to the Lamu deputy county commissioner Mr. Fredrick Ndambuki, since the Sunday 15th June
attack, 60 death cases were confirmed.
The names of those Kenyans Killed in Mpeketoni were:1. Mwangi Mugo
2. Kariuki Joseph
3. Samuel Maitha
4. Sila Gitonga
5. Joseph Mututa Kithuku
6. Kahindi Karisa
7. Fred Konzi
8. Sammy Ruru
9. Gitau Mwaura
10. Charo Katana
11. Benson Phondo
12. Ayub Kinyum Mbogoh
13. Moses Mutiso
14. Bahari Jessica
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15. Paul Kinyuwa
16. James Mwiruri
17. Samson Kariuki
18. Karisa Thoya Hiha
19. Joseph Kamau
20. James
21. One person burnt beyond recognition
22. Mumira
23. Joseph Mwai Munene
24. Jeremiah Mwangi
25. Ngendo Ruth
26. Samini Kazungu
27. John Kariuki
28. Darius Mwanzi
29. Jairo Kipkomboi
30. Laban Okengo Tuke
31. Jacob Gitari
32. Francis Kamande
33. John Karimi
34. Joseph Muchina
35. Samuel Tsuma Rai
36. Paul Nzomo Mutinda
37. Githonga Mwaura
38. Mekubi Elikana Mabila
39. Gabriel Gashabo Mwaura
40. Frena Bahari
41. Dr. Fred Mwaura
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42. Liston Majiba
43. James Masila Kithuku
44. Geoffrey Kipkorir Chepkwony
45. Richard Mwangi Wambungu
46. David Kiiru
47. Francis Kagunyi
48. Alex Mbuguwa
49. Antony Mwaura
50. Cleopehus Yego
51. Peter Njunguna Muchina
52. Amos Mbuguwa
53. Nicolas Mwangi
54. Murimi Marimbi
55. Joseph Muiruri Ndungu
56. Antony Otieno
57. Mwangi(Butchery Owner)
58. Michael Gathingi
59. Clement Kirori Karare
60. Tony Kamande

And on Monday, June 23, 2014, there was fresh attacks in Witu division,Lamu west district and Five people
were confirmed dead after armed bandits raided Taa village in Pandanguo area of Moa Sub. The attacks comes
barely two weeks after the Mpeketoni attack which left 60 people dead. Area chief Kaviha Charo Karisa
confirmed the attack and deaths of the five among them two Maasais. The Lamu deputy county commissioner
Mr. Fredrick Ndabuki also confirmed the death toll and is said to be organizing an emergency security meetings
in Lamu town
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The names of those Kenyans Killed in Witu were:1. Danson (Daniel) Wadwira
2. Nyamawi Beja
3. Bernad Njiru
4. John Jacob
5. Karisa Rama alas Rasta Karisa
The survivor of Witu attack whom MUHURI officials met in Mpeketoni hospital is Jonathan Ngowa . Witu is a
cosmopolitan village which is dominated by small-scale farmers from diverse ethnic backgrounds. The area is
about 40kms from Mpeketoni. The area inhabited by the Giriama is near Panda Nguo forest where the attackers
are said to have taken cover after the killings
4.0 Humanitarian Crisis
The MUHURI officials observed heavy presence of security officers in the area. The County government
supported all the 60 bereaved families, with each of them receiving Ksh. 100,000 to cater for the burial
expenses of the attack victims, on 19th June 2014. 606 households (HHs) are currently hosted in two Internally
Displaced Persons (IDP) camps, one in Kitale-Mavuno and the other at Poromoko centre. More people were
reported camping in Salama area and due to the terrain and the heavy rain MUHURI team was not able to
access the area to ascertain the number of displaced persons. Generally, MUHURI was able to gather the facts
below:


MUHURI registered 33 pregnant women, 73 lactating mothers and 126 children among the vulnerable
displaced populations in the two IDP camps.



MUHURI confirmed that Participatory Hygiene and Sanitation Transformation (PHAST) training is
ongoing by Kenya Red Cross



Tracing services, a total number of 64 enquiries were reported by the end of 19th June 2014, of which
58 closed positively and 6 cases are still pending. The tracing hotline (0715 820219) shared earlier for
reporting any missing persons is still active.



The Psychosocial Support Services (PSS) organized by Red Cross are ongoing among the bereaved
families, where 27 group sessions and 53 one-on-one sessions have been conducted, reaching to 188
persons with emotional management and grief counseling services.



Local Civil society organizations, Community based organizations in partnership with the provincial
administration were in the process of organizing peace building and conflict management meetings
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MUHURI observed that there is a gap largely remains on food, shelter and Health services. The length of stay
for these camps is still unknown.
The Lamu Mpeketoni was calm by Thursday morning, with hundreds of paramilitary GSU officers having been
dispatched to the area. Some of the residents, terrified by the killings and seeking to flee the area, urged the
government to provide transport for them to move to other areas. Vehicles owners whose cars were burnt during
the raid by the gunmen asked police to sign abstract certificates to help them make insurance claims.

5.0 Arrests
So far those who have been arrested on Mpeketoni massacre are ten in numbers and the names of Mpeketoni
suspects’ and net yet taken the plea are
1. Mbaruk Hamad
2. Alex Mwangingi
3. Yusuf Ali
4. Joseph Mwangi
5. John Mwangi
6. Dyana Salim ( car jacked by the attacker)
7. Ahmed Abdallah,
8. Lucas Bososi Ombui (the ODM Mpeketoni secretary)
9. Cecilly Njeri Ndugo (wife of Lucas Bososi Ombui the ODM Mpeketoni secretary)
10. Idris Dada Farah

6.0 Recommendations


There is need to set up a task force to investigate and come up with an independent report on the genesis
of the killings. Many Kenyans are in the darkness on the issue and their lives have changed, some of
them for good.



Since the president clearly stated that there was intelligence report made prior to the attack but someone
slept on the job and as a result innocent Kenyans lost their lives. We call for the immediate sacking of
the cabinet Secretary for internal, the head of the National Police service and the head of the National
Intelligence Service for their negligence that has led to the death and anguish of Kenyans.



There is need for the full implementation of the TJRC report to be able to address historical injustices
which will deny any perpetrators the excuse to create mayhem.
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7.0 Annexes
7.1 List of destroyed property Inventory
7.2 Photos
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